Errata

Corrections of errors in my thesis "Challenges of Reintegrating returning refugees: A case study of returnee access to land and to basic services in Burundi", April 2011.

The corrections are:

Table of content:
i) 1.3 Relevance to peace studies
ii) 6.2 Policy implications........65
p.7 II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
p.8 Ref: Lemarchand and Martin 1974 (del)
p.11 Para 2 LINE3: own subsistence given much time spent...
p.23 LINE8: Burundi has joined (del "since")
p.26 LINE5: enabled me to accede to... (del "gain access")
p.28 Ref: Law, Wood et al. (del)
p.36 Ref: Harpviken 2008 (insert year)
p.39 LINE4: "...They...wrote (del "he")
p.39 Ref: Knight and Ozerdem (del)
p.44 LINE (last) "...was interested in... (del "is")
p.47 5.1.1 LINE (first) "...Most of responses...(del "positive")
p.55 Para 3 LINE4: "infrastructure in..."(del "is")
P.55 Footnote "...intégrés..."
p.67 Para 1 LINE (first) "enfranchisement" (del -dis-)
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